
The Berkeley Radio and Optial SETI Program:SETI�home, SERENDIP, and SEVENDIPDan Werthimer, David Anderson, Stuart Bowyer, Je� Cobb, Eri Heien,Eri Korpela, Mihael Lampton, Matt Lebofsky, Geo� Mary,Meghan MGarry and Dik Tre�ersUniversity of Calfornia, Berkeley, CA, USA, 94720-7450ABSTRACTWe present results from two radio and two optial SETI programs at the University of California, Berkeley:The SERENDIP IV sky survey searhes for narrow band radio signals at the 305 meter Areibo Observatory inPuerto Rio. The program uses a 168 million hannel spetrum analyser, running in \piggybak" mode, using adediated reeiver to take data 24 hours a day, year round.SETI�home is Berkeley's most reent SETI projet. SETI�home uses desktop omputers of over a millionvolunteers to analyse 40 Terabytes of data from Areibo Observatory. SETI�home is the largest superomputer onthe planet, urrently averaging 20 Teraops.The SEVENDIP optial program searhes for nS timesale pulses at visible wavelengths. The target list inludesnearby F,G,K and M stars, plus a few globular luster and galaxies. The pulse searh utilizes Berkeley's 30 inhautomated telesope at Leushner Observatory.Another Berkeley optial SETI program searhes for narrow band oherent signals in high resolution stellar spetrataken by Mary and his olleagues as part of their on-going searh for planets at Lik, Kek, and the Anglo-Australianobservatories. 1. INTRODUCTIONAt the University of California, Berkeley, we are onduting four SETI searhes that are roughly orthogonal to eahother in searh spae. The SERENDIP IV sky survey overs a relatively broad range of radio frequenies, but notas thoroughly as SETI�home. The SETI�home sky survey is more sensitive and examines a muh wider varietyof signal types than SERENDIP, but only overs a narrow band entered on the 21 m Hydrogen line (a \magifrequeny"). The SEVENDIP optial pulse searh is sensitive to low duty yle ultra-short pulses (eg: pulsed lasers).The optial ontinuous searh is sensitive to narrow band long duty yle signals (eg: ontinuous visible lasers).All four Berkeley SETI programs are ongoing - we desribe eah of these programs below.2. OPTICAL SETIThere is no lear wavelength hoie for SETI. Mirowave, IR and visible wavelengths all have advantages anddisadvantages, depending on what fators another ivilization hooses to optimize (power, size, bandwidth, and/orbeam size). Although optial photons require more energy to generate than radio photons, optial beam sizes aretypially muh smaller, and direted interstellar ommuniation links an be more eÆient7;12;13.2.1. SEVENDIP I (Searh for Extraterrestrial Visible Emissions from Nearby DevelopedPopulations)The SEVENDIP program at Berkeley searhes for nanoseond time sale pulses, perhaps transmitted by a powerfulpulsed laser operated by a distant ivilization. The target list inludes mostly nearby F,G,K and M stars, plus a fewglobular lusters and galaxies.The pulse searh utilizes Berkeley's 0.8 meter automated telesope at Leushner observatory and a two detetorinstrument built for optial SETI in 1997. A similar instrument has been developed at Harvard University6.A blok diagram of the SEVENDIP I system is shown in Figure 1. The instrument uses a beam splitter to feedlight from the telesope onto a pair of high speed photomultiplier tubes. These tubes have a rise time of 0.7 nS



and are sensitive to 300 - 650 nm wavelengths. The signals are fed to a pair of high speed ampli�ers, a pair of fastdisriminators, and a oinidene detetor.Two detetors are needed to rejet \false alarms," whih an be aused by radio ative deay and sintillation inthe PMT glass, osmi rays, and ion feedbak. These \false alarms" an happen often in a single PMT, but almostnever our in both PMT's simultaneously.The pulse searh has examined about 700 stars so far, eah star for two minutes or more. The experiment'ssensitivity is 1.5E-17 W/m2 for a 1 nS pulse, whih orresponds to 1.5E-28 W/m2 average power if the pulse dutyyle is on one nanoseond every 100 seonds.2.2. SEVENDIP IIWe reently developed an improved instrument to replae the two detetor searh system14. In the new system, thelight is split three ways onto three detetors, so that eah detetor reeives 1/3 of the telesope light.With three detetors, the false alarm rate is redued substantially. Redued false alarm rate is important whenobserving bright stars where the ount rates and oinident detetions are high.A two detetor system has a false alarm rate given byRate12 = rate1 � rate2 � t (1)where rate1 and rate2 are the ount rates of the two detetors and t is the pulse width of the detetor andeletronis (�1 nS).A three detetor system has a false alarm rate given byRate123 = rate1 � rate2 � rate3 � t2 (2)A two detetor beam-splitter system needs an average of three photons to detet a oinidene (assuming nolosses in the beam splitter and 100% quantum eÆieny). A three detetor system is less sensitive than a twodetetor system, needing an average of 5.5 photons for triple oinident detetion. However, for dim stars, we usethe instrument to detet a oinidene on any pair of the three detetors. In this mode, the system is slightly moresensitive than the two detetor system, needing an average of 2.5 deteted photons for a double oinidene. Wehave built a pair of these new three detetor systems; one for our seti observations at Leushner Observatory andthe other for a new optial seti program at Lik Observatory, direted by Remington Stone.2.3. Coherent Optial SearhThe other optial SETI program at Berkeley is a searh for high duty yle oherent signals. The optial spetra of1000 stars are searhed for narrow \emission lines," with eah star observed several times per year. Amy Reines andGeo� Mary don't use dediated observing time for this experiment; instead, they mine data taken taken by Maryand his olleagues as part of their on-going searh for extrasolar planets.These planet searh observations are taken at Lik, Kek, and the Anglo-Australian observatories. Thousandsof ehelle spetra with a resolution of 0.1 Angstroms are examined for emission lines that are at least 1% moreintense than the normal stellar spetral energy distribution, based on previous spetra of the same star. Dopplershifting would move lines in wavelength, permitting this di�erential omparison approah. This analysis would revealarti�ially generated emissions, suh as those from a laser beams that are narrower in wavelength than thermallybroadened natural emission lines.



3. THE SERENDIP IV ARECIBO SKY SURVEYThe SERENDIP SETI program began 20 years ago; it has gone through four generations of instrumentation andhas observed on 14 radio telesopes. During these twenty years, SERENDIP's sensitivity has improved by a fatorof ten thousand and the number of hannels has inreased from one hundred to more than one hundred million15;2.The latest SERENDIP sky survey, SERENDIP IV, began in September 1998. Observations are ongoing andwill be ompleted in 2003. The survey utilizes the National Astronomy and Ionospheri Center's 305 meter radiotelesope in Areibo, Puerto Rio.The Serendip IV survey sky overage to date is shown in Figure 2. The survey will thoroughly over 25% ofthe sky (delinations from +3 to +33 degrees) and has moderate overage from -2 to +3 and +33 to +38 degrees.Eah of the one million beams is observed an average of �ve times during the �ve year survey. Multiple observationsare needed beause soures may sintillate4 or have short duty yles, and many of our robust detetion algorithmsrequire multiple detetions.The sky survey utilizes a real time 168 million hannel FFT spetrum analyzer to searh for narrow band radiosignals in a 100 MHz band entered at the 21 m Hydrogen line (1420 MHz). The system has a 1.7 seond integrationtime, 0.6 Hz resolution, and a sensitivity of 10�24 W/m2.SERENDIP IV uses a dediated at feed and ryogeni reeiver mounted on the arriage house of the Areibotelesope. The feed provides a single linear polarization with a gain of 3K/Jy and a 0.1 degree beam width. Systemtemperature is 45K.Beause the feed and reeiver are not used by other researhers, SERENDIP an ondut observations ontinuouslyand simultaneously with ongoing astronomy and atmospheri programs. Serendip ollets high quality data fromthe Areibo telesope about 65% of the time, overing the sky visible to the telesope in about one year. A souretypially stays in the beam between 12 and 24 seonds.Serendip IV data analysis is desribed by Cobb, et al3. Information on signals whose power exeeds 16 timesthe mean noise power are logged along with baseline power, telesope oordinates, time and frequeny. This datais transmitted to Berkeley in real time; then, radio frequeny interferene (RFI) rejetion algorithms are applied tothe data, o�-line, at UC Berkeley. After the RFI is rejeted, omputers searh for andidate signals. SERENDIP'sandidate detetion algorithm's are sensitive to several types of signals, whih, individually or ombined, may triggeran event to be noted for further study. These algorithms test for beam pattern mathing, linear drift rates, regularspaed pulses, multiple frequenies (partiularly those periodi in frequeny), and oinidene with nearby stars,globular lusters, or extra-solar planetary systems. Every few months, the entire data base is sanned for multipledetetions { \signals" that are deteted again when the telesope revisits the same sky oordinates. We test howwell these multiple detetions �t a baryentri referene frame. We also apply another test that allows muh higherfrequeny separation, whih is neessary if transmitters are not orreted for their planet's rotation and revolution.Potential andidates are sored and ranked by the probability of noise ausing that partiular detetion. In aseswhere multiple detetions have been made, a joint probability is assessed. These joint probabilities are used foromparing andidates against eah other and generating a prioritized andidate list for re-observation.Serendip systems are also used by our olleagues at the SETI Australia Center10, Seti Italia8, and Ohio StateUniversity5. 4. THE SETI�HOME SKY SURVEYSETI�home data omes from the same piggybak reeiver that SERENDIP uses at the Areibo radio telesope.Whereas SERENDIP analyzes this data primarily using a speial-purpose spetrum analyser and superomputerloated at the telesope, SETI�home reords the data, and then distributes the data through the internet to hundredsof thousands of personal omputers. This approah provides a tremendous amount of omputing power but limitsthe amount of data that an be handled. Hene SETI�home overs a relatively narrow frequeny range (2.5 MHz)but searhes for a wider range of signal types, and with improved sensitivity1;11.SETI�home was launhed on May 17, 1999. SETI�home observations will span a total of roughly three years,during whih most of the sky will be observed three times. In its 1.75 years of operation, SETI�home has attrated2.5 million partiipants. Together the partiipants have ontributed over 500,000 years of omputer time, makingSETI�home the largest omputation ever performed (a total of 6�1020 oating point operations to date). SETI�home



is also the largest superomputer on our planet, urrently averaging 20 Teraops. Users are loated in 226 ountries,and about 50% of the users are from outside the U.S.Although SETI�home has 1/40 the frequeny overage of SERENDIP IV, its sensitivity is roughly ten timesbetter. The SETI�home searh also overs a muh riher variety of signal bandwidths, drift rates, and time salesthan SERENDIP IV or any other SETI program to date.Primary data analysis, done using distributed omputing, omputes power spetra and searhes for \andidate"signals suh as spikes, gaussians, and pulses. Seondary analysis, done on the projet's own omputers, rejets RFIand searhes for repeated events within the database of andidate signals.SETI�home overs a 2.5 MHz bandwidth entered at the 1420 MHz Hydrogen line. The 2.5 MHz band isreorded ontinuously on 35 Gbyte DLT IV tapes with two bit omplex sampling. Tapes are mailed to UC Berkeleyfor analysis; the omplete sky survey requires 1100 tapes to reord a total of 39 terabytes of data.SETI�home data tapes from the Areibo telesope are divided into small \work units" as follows: the 2.5 MHzbandwidth data is �rst divided into 256 sub-bands; eah work unit onsists of 107 seonds of data from a given 9,765Hz sub-band. Work units are then sent over the Internet to the lient programs for the primary data analysis.Beause an extraterrestrial ivilization's signal has unknown bandwidth and time sale, the lient software searhesfor signals at 15 otave spaed bandwidths ranging from 0.075 Hz to 1220 Hz, and time sales from 0.8 mSe to 13.4seonds. The rest frame of the transmitter is also unknown (it may be on a planet that is rotating and revolving), soextraterrestrial signals are likely to be drifting in frequeny with respet to the observatory's topoentri refereneframe. Beause the referene frame is unknown, the lient software examines 14,000 di�erent Doppler aelerationframes of rest (dubbed \hirp rates"), ranging from -50 Hz/se to +50 Hz/se.At eah hirp rate, peak searhing is done by omputing non-overlapping FFTs and their resulting power spetra.FFT lengths range from 8 to 131,072 in 15 otave steps. Peaks greater than 22 times the mean power are reordedand sent bak to the SETI�home server for further analysis.Besides searhing for peaks in the multi-spetral-resolution data, SETI�home also searhes for signals that maththe telesope's Gaussian beam pattern. Gaussian beam �tting is omputed at every frequeny and every hirp rateat spetral resolutions ranging from 0.6 to 1220 Hz (temporal resolutions from 0.8 mS to 1.7 seonds). The beam�tting algorithm attempts to �t a Gaussian urve at eah time and frequeny in the multi-resolution spetral data.Gaussian �ts whose power exeeds 3.2 the mean noise power, and whose weighted hi-squared is less than 8.8 arereported by the lient software to the server for seondary analysis.SETI�home also searhes for pulsed signals using a Fast Folding Algorithm9 and an algorithm developed by theSETI Institute to searh for three regularly-spaed pulses.Most of the signals found by the lient programs turn out to be terrestrial based radio frequeny interferene(RFI). We employ a substantial number of algorithms to rejet the several types of RFI3.After the RFI is rejeted, we searh the remaining data set for multiple detetions in any referene frame, givinghigher weights to drifting or pulsed signals, those that repeat in the baryentri frame, that math the antenna beampattern, or detetions oinident with newly deteted planets, nearby stars (from the Gliese atalog) or globularlusters. We ompare andidates signals with SERENDIP IV data, and will follow up interesting andidates withdediated observations.The SETI�home sreen saver program is available for ma, windows and 45 versions of unix. Partipants andownload the lient software at: http://seti.berkeley.edu.In its few months of operation, SETI�home has performed the largest omputation in history. While it is notlear if other researh projets will have the same mass appeal as does SETI, this learly shows the viability ofdistributed omputing for other sienti� problems.5. ACKNOWLEDGMENTSThis work is supported by the Planetary Soiety, the Seti Institute, the University of California, Sun Mirosystems,the Friends of SERENDIP and SETI�home, generous donations of hardware from Fuji�lm Computers, Toshiba,Xilinx and Intel Corp, exellent support from the sta� of the Areibo Observatory, and 2.5 million SETI�homevolunteers in 226 ountries.



6. FIGURES

Figure 1. Blok Diagram of the SEVENDIP I Optial SETI Pulse Detetor. SEVENDIP II uses three detetors inoinidene.

Figure 2. The SERENDIP IV Areibo Sky Survey - Sky Coverage from September 1998 through Otober 1999.
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